Inflammatory Bowel Disease Dinner Symposium

6:00  *Registration & Complimentary Dinner*

6:30  **Cancer & Inflammatory Bowel Disease**  
Jordan Axelrad MD  
*Chief Gastroenterology Fellow, Columbia University Medical Center*

7:00  **The Great Mimics of IBD in Pediatrics**  
Joseph Picoraro MD  
*Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Columbia University Medical Center*

7:30  **Treat to Target in IBD—But What is the Target? Mucosa or Molecule?!**  
Ellen J. Scherl MD  
*Director, Jill Roberts Center for Inflammatory Bowel Disease*  
Jill Roberts Professor of Medicine, Weill Cornell Medicine  
Simon Lichtiger MD  
*Professor of Medicine, Columbia University Medical Center*

8:30  **Q&A**

8:45  **Bring Your Difficult Cases for Discussion**

9:30  **Adjourn**

**Address**  
Columbia University Medical Center  
Bard Hall  
50 Haven Avenue  
New York, NY 10032

**ColumbiaMedicineCME.org**
Friday, December 1, 2017

7:00  Registration, Continental Breakfast
7:50  Welcome & Announcements  
      Timothy C. Wang MD

Liver Disease: Diagnosis & Treatment
8:00  Update in Alcoholic Liver Disease  
      Lorna M. Dove MD, MPH
8:20  Hepatitis C  
      Robert S. Brown Jr. MD, MPH
8:40  When & How Should We Be Measuring Liver Fibrosis?  
      Elizabeth C. Verna MD, MSc
9:00  NAFLD: How Does It Happen & What Can Be Done?  
      David E. Cohen MD, PhD
9:20  Panel Discussion
9:30  Break

Flood Lecture
10:00 Have I Really Been Scoping for 40 Years?  
      David L. Carr-Locke MD
10:40 Q&A

Esophageal Disease
11:00 Esophageal Dysmotility  
      Felice Schnoll-Sussman MD, Moderator
11:25 Strategies for Managing Barrett’s Esophagus  
      Charles J. Lightdale MD
11:45 Panel Discussion

Luncheon Breakouts  MUST SELECT ONE (Please Note: VEC = Vagelos Education Center, 104 Haven Ave.)
12:15 Breakouts feature case-based interactive learning sessions. Bring challenging or difficult cases to discuss with the faculty.
A.  Approach to the Patient with a Liver Mass—VEC 1201-A  
      Robert Brown MD, MPH, Alyson Fox MD, MSCE
B.  Esophageal Disorders: Case Studies—VEC 1301-A  
      Daniel E. Freedberg MD, MS, David Markowitz MD
C.  IBD: Challenging Cases—BARD HALL  
      Meira Abromowitz MD, Garrett Lawlor MD, Simon Lichtiger MD, Ellen J. Scherl MD, Adam F. Steinlauf MD
D.  Endoscopic Treatment of Esophageal Reflux—VEC 1201-B  
      Frank G. Gress MD, Amy Tyberg MD
E.  Treating Hepatitis C: The Basics & Beyond—VEC 903  
      Sonal Kumar MD, MPH, Brett Fortune MD, Msc
F.  Dietary Assessment in Celiac Disease—VEC 1301-B  
      Anne Lee EdD, RDN, LD, Suneeta Krishnareddy MD

Inflammatory Bowel Disease
1:00  Therapeutic Drug Monitoring in IBD  
      Adam F. Steinlauf MD
1:20  Mono or Combo-Therapy: Is More Better?  
      Simon Lichtiger MD
1:40  Which Biologic to Use First? Evolving Therapeutic Targets  
      Meira Abromowitz MD
2:00  Post-Operative Medical Prophylaxis in Crohn’s Disease  
      Garrett Lawlor MD
2:20  Break
2:40  Diet & IBD
3:00  Medical Treatment of the Pouch  
      Randy S. Longman MD, PhD
3:20  Inflammatory Bowel Disease: Therapies in Development  
      Suneeta Krishnareddy MD, MS
3:40  Panel Discussion
4:15  Adjourn

ColumbiaMedicineCME.org
7:00  Registration, Continental Breakfast
7:50  Opening Remarks  

**Advances in Small & Large Intestinal Disorders**

7:50  Opening Remarks  
Christine L. Frissora MD

8:00  High Resolution Esophageal Topography  
Daniela Jodorkovsky MD

8:25  Treating Irritable Bowel Syndrome Inside & Outside the Box  
Christine L. Frissora MD

8:45  Fecal Microbial Transplant Today & Tomorrow  
Carl V. Crawford Jr. MD

9:15  Panel Discussion

**Interventional Gastroenterology**

10:15  Endoscopic Myotomy  
Michel Kahaleh MD

10:35  Now What Do I Do With That Pancreatic Cyst?  
Frank G. Gress MD

10:55  Endoscopic Treatment of Obesity & Diabetes  
Reem Sharaiha MD, MSc

11:15  The Difficult ERCP  
John Poneros MD

11:35  Panel Discussion

**Luncheon Breakouts**  
**MUST SELECT ONE** (Please Note: VEC = Vagelos Education Center, 104 Haven Ave.)

12:00  Breakouts feature case-based interactive learning sessions. Bring challenging or difficult cases to discuss with the faculty.

A. Management of Anti-Thrombotic Drugs in GI—BARD HALL  
Loren Laine MD

B. Diagnosis & Treatment of Motility Disorders—VEC 903  
Daniela Jodorkovsky MD

C. Pediatric Emergencies—VEC 902  
Thomas Ciecierega MD, Steven J. Lobritto MD

D. Endoscopic Treatment of Esophageal Reflux—VEC 404  
Tamas Gonda MD, Reem Sharaiha MD, MSc

E. Screening for HCC in Patients With & Without Cirrhosis—VEC 901-B  
Arun Jesudian MD, Julia Wattacheril MD, MPH

F. Case Studies from the GI Hospitalist Service—VEC 405  
David W. Wan MD

**Lecture of Special Interest**

1:30  Management of Nonvariceal Upper GI Bleeding  
Loren Laine MD

2:20  Q&A

2:50  Break

**Controversies in Lumenal Gastroenterology**

3:05  Update in Genetic Testing in Colon & Pancreatic Cancer  
Fay Kastrinos MD, MPH

3:20  How To (& Not To) Diagnose Celiac Disease  
Peter H.R. Green MD

3:35  SIBO & IBS: Myth or Reality?  
Charles Maltz MD, PhD

3:50  Panel Discussion

4:15  Adjourn
Conference Faculty

**Columbia University Medical Center Faculty**

Jordan Axelrad MD  
*Chief Gastroenterology Fellow*

Lorna M. Dove MD, MPH  
*Associate Professor of Medicine*

Alyson N. Fox MD, MSCE  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Daniel E. Freedberg MD, MS  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Tamas A. Gonda MD  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Peter H.R. Green MD  
*Phyllis & Ivan Seidenberg Professor of Medicine*

Frank G. Gress MD  
*Professor of Medicine; Chief, Interventional Endoscopy*

Daniela Jodorkovsky MD  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Fay Kastrinos MD, MPH  
*Irving Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Suneeta Krishnareddy MD, MS  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Garrett Lawlor MD  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Benjamin Lebwohl MD, MS  
*Herbert Irving Assistant Professor, Medicine & Epidemiology*

Anne Lee EdD, RDN, LD  
*Instructor in Nutritional Medicine*

Simon Lichtiger MD  
*Professor of Medicine*

Charles J. Lightdale MD  
*Professor of Medicine*

Steven J. Lobritto MD, PhD  
*Professor of Pediatrics & Medicine*

David Markowitz MD  
*Professor of Medicine*

Joseph Picoraro MD  
*Assistant Professor of Pediatrics*

John Poneros MD  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Elizabeth C. Verna MD, MSc  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Timothy C. Wang MD  
*Dorothy L. & Daniel H. Silberberg Professor of Medicine*

Julia Wattacheril MD, MPH  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

**Weill Cornell Medical College Faculty**

Meira Abramowitz MD  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Robert S. Brown Jr. MD, MPH  
*Gladys & Roland Harriman, Professor of Medicine*

Vice Chair, Transition of Care

Claustra Chief, Gastroenterology & Hepatology

David L. Carr-Locke MD  
*Professor of Medicine*

Thomas Ciecierega MD  
*Assistant Professor of Pediatrics*

David E. Cohen MD, PhD  
*Vincent Astor Distinguished Professor of Medicine*

Chief, Division of Gastroenterology & Hepatology

Carl V. Crawford Jr. MD  
*Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine*

Brett E. Fortune MD, MSc  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Christine L. Frissora MD  
*Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine*

Arun Jesudian MD  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Michel Kahaleh MD  
*Professor of Medicine; Chief of Endoscopy*

Sonal Kumar MD, MPH  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Randy S. Longman MD, PhD  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Charles Maltz MD, PhD  
*Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine*

Ellen J. Scherl MD  
*Professor of Clinical Medicine*

Jill Roberts Professor of Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Felice Schnoll-Sussman MD  
*Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine, Chief*

Reem Sharaiha MD, MSc  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Adam F. Steinlauf MD  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

Amy Tyberg MD  
*Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine*

David W. Wan MD  
*Assistant Professor of Medicine*

**Guest Faculty**

Loren Laine MD  
*Professor of Medicine, Yale School of Medicine*